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"This book explains … 
industry that barely existed 
a century ago  … traced to 
the nineteenth century … New 
York City .. first newspapers 
fully dependent on 
advertising …”    —Wu, 2016, p 5



20 years on — views of a sitting president
"The man who never looks into a newspaper is better informed than
he who reads them, inasmuch as he who knows nothing is nearer to
truth than he whose mind is filled with falsehoods and errors. He
who reads nothing will still learn the great facts, and the
details are all false." --Thomas Jefferson to John Norvell, 1807

a. information & the public sphere
"The basis of our governments being the opinion of the people, the 
very first object should be to keep that right; and were it left to 
me to decide whether we should have a government without newspapers 
or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment 
to prefer the latter.  But I should mean that every man should 
receive those newspapers and be capable of reading them."

— Thomas Jefferson, 1787
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why advertising?
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Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of 

speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances*

*
* *

why advertising?
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- who's in control?

*

*
* *
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why advertising?
b. advertising & information infrastructure
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eternal support?
Text
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great minds at work?
"The best minds of my generation are thinking

about how to make people click ads"

—Jeff Hammerbacher, Bloomberg Business Online, 2011
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*

*
* *

why?

Wilkins (1614-1672)

Boyle (1627-1691)

Wren (1632-1723)

Locke (1632-1704) 

Hooke (1635-1703)

Newton (1642-1727) 

Halley (1656-1742)

"The Google I was passionate about was a

technology company that empowered its employees to

innovate. The Google I left was an advertising

company with a single corporate-mandated focus."

— James Whittaker, 2012



who's paying … and who's being sold?
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why?



skin in the game again?
who clicks?
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Google?

Google ads?

Facebook ads?

*

*
* *

why?

"the voices of the literate man, floundering in a 
milieu of ads, who boasts, 'Personally, I pay no 
attention to ads'"         —Mcluhan, Understanding Media
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Text
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pushback— and forth



alternative scenarios?
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*
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advertising & informing

advertise: to inform
Chambers: ADVERTISEMENT: an Intelligence or 

Information, given to Persons

Bailey: ADVERTISEMENT: Advice, intelligence, 

Information, Warning

Johnson: ADVERTISEMENT 2: Intelligence, 

information; 3 Notice of anything 

published in a paper of intelligence

Wesley:  ADVERTISE: to inform

*

*
* * "every man now knows a ready method of informing 

the Publick of all that he desires to buy or 
sell"                                  — Johnson

informing
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no problem?
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from informing to passions
“Genius is shown only by Invention. the Practice of .. filling 

the News-papers with advertisements, has grown up by slow degrees 

to its present state … The man who first took advantage of the 

general curiousity that was excited by a siege or battle, to 

betray the Readers of News into the knowledge of the shop where 

the best Puffs and powder were to be sold, was undoubtedly a man 

of great sagacity.

“a moral question ... Whether they do not play too wantonly with 

our passions."”                                 —Johnson, 1759

Johnson: ADVERTISEMENT 2: Intelligence, 
information; 3 Notice of anything 
published in a paper of intelligence



efficient markets  
not moral questions?

Nobel 20th century view?
"it is neither necessary nor useful to 

attribute to advertising the function of 

changing tastes ... advertising affects 

consumption not by changing tastes, but by 

changing price"

—George J. Stigler & Gary S. Becker  
"De Gustibus Non Est Disputandum," 1977

informing
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*

*
* *



wanton play  
or price change?

torches  
of  
freedom

1716-HofI-3.9.17-Ads-PD

Easter Parade,1929

*

*
* * “Few ladies you know, dare venture at anything out of  the 

common style till authoris’d by their betters—by the Ladies of 
superior spirit who set the ton”            —Wedgwood

Edward Bernays  
1891-1995

informing



informing?
wanton play?
“some inward disposition in the sick Man to 

favour the Pretensions of the Mountebank.  

Love of Life in the one, and of Money in the 

other, creates a good Correspondence”  

—Steele, Spectator

"the seller of the Anodyne Necklace warned 

every mother that she would never forgive 

herself if her infant should perish without a 

Necklace.”

          —Johnson, Idler

Text
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beyond informing?
1957 James Vicary's subliminal experiments

Packard’s persuaders
"by A.D. 2000 ...depth manipulation of the 
psychological variety will seem amusingly old-
fashioned.  By then, perhaps the biophysicists 
will take over with "biocontrol," which is 
depth persuasion carried to its ultimate. ... 
Planes, missiles, and machine tools already 
are guided by electronics, and the human 
brain--being essentially a digital computer--
can be too.”

--Vance Packard, Hidden Persuaders, 1957
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James Vicary  
1915-1977

*

*
* *

informing



biosensing to  
biocontrol?

Text
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which information
"cannot be acted upon without attention 

and thus attention capture and information 

are essential to a functioning market"

"every second, our senses transmit an 

estimated 11 million bits of information."

—Tim Wu, Attention  Merchants, 2016



Information & Education  2.28 21

“the first duty 

of the legislator 

… to make 

unambiguous 

statements which 

the common man 

will interpret in 

one way and one 

way only”

Norbert Wiener  
Cybernetics, 1948 

"We know that 

when the eye 

sees, all the 

consequent 

information is 

transmitted to 

the brain by 

means of 

electrical 

vibrations in 

the channel of 

the optic 

nerve."

Vannevar Bush,
"As we may think" 

1945



"If we understand the mechanisms and motives of the group 
mind, it is now possible to control and regiment the masses 
according to our will without their knowing it, ...  Those who 
manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an 
invisible government which is the true ruling power of our 
country. . . . In almost every act of our daily lives, whether 
in the sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct 
or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by the relatively 

small number of persons . . . who understand the mental 

processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they who 

pull the wires which control the public mind."                   

—Bernays, Propaganda, 1928

2216-HofI-3.9.17-Ads-PD

"unacknowledged legislators"?
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news & advertising
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from the first
a suspect relationship 

An Advertisement.

Being daily prest to the Publication of  

Books, Medicines, and other things, not 

properly the business of a paper of 

Intelligence.  This is to notifie once and 

for all, that we will not charge the 

Gazette with Advertisements, unless they 

be matter of State.

—London Gazette 1666  June 18

*

*

* *



change of subject
Besides all other Chymical Preparations, That Great 

Preservative, the Elixir Proprietotis, made with the Volatile 

Salt of Tartar, so much desired and sought, hath been prepared 

by Dr. William Jones, Chymist in Ordinary to his Majesty, in 

the presence of Ten of the Chief of the Colledge of 

Physicians; And by reason of the great Abuse that hath been 

put upon it, by selling the common Elixir instead thereof; It 

is now to be had at his own Elaboratory.

—London Gazette, 1678

25

change of mind
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coffee house &  
public sphere

and consumables
"The drink called Coffee which is very wholsom 

and physical drink, having many excellent 

vertues, closes the Orifice of the Stomack, 

fortifies the heat within, helpeth Digestion, 

quikneth the Spirits, maketh the heart 

lighten, is good against Eye-sores, Coughs, or 

Colds, Rhumes, Consumption, Head-ach, Dropsie, 

Gout, Scurvy, Kings Evil, ... Miscarrying ..."

Text
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*

*

* *



Two Portugal Merchants and Vintners ... turning from Merchants 
and Importers, to be Retailers, and setting up Taverns in every 
Cellar ... It has restor'd the Trade ... the Poisoning Art of 
Adulteratings, Sophistications, corrupt Mixtures, and all the 
abominable Ingredients and Compositions, which turn'd our simple 
Liquids into Wine ... we may come to have our Portugal Trade 
restor'd again ... Nothing sells, even in the common Taverns new, 
but Brook and Hellier ... These Wines were Neat and Natural ... a 
Glass of Brook and Hellier is the general Entertainment ...  if 
you hear a Drawer call his Wine to be Scor'd, as he comes out of 
the Cellar, Ten Pints in Eleven shall be Red or White Port .. you 
shall hear them  cry -- thus, A Quart of Brook and Hellier-Score.

--Defoe, Review 1711

27

objective media?
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28

Mr. SPECTATOR.

Several of my Friends were this Morning got together over a 
Dish of Tea in very good Health, though we had celebrated 
Yesterday with more Glasses than we could have dispensed with, had we 
not been beholden to Brooke and Hellier.  In Gratitude therefore to 
those good Citizens, I am in the Name of the Company, to accuse you 
of great Negligence in overlooking their Merit who have imported true 
and generous Wine, and taken Care that it should not be adulterated 
by the Retailers before it comes to the Tables of private Families or 
the Clubs of honest Fellows.  I cannot imagine how a SPECTATOR can be 
supposed to do his Duty, without frequent Resumption to such Subjects 
as concern our Health.

--Steele, Spectator,  Friday April 25, 1712

16-HofI-3.9.17-Ads-PD

objective media?



Oxford's papers
London Gazette

Review 
Examiner

Post-Boy  
Mercator

29

objective media?
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"When these collections shall be read in another 
century, how will numberless contradictions be 
reconciled"                                  —Johnson



a suspect relationship
"No Advertisement was ever admitted to it, tho 

earnest Application was made for it ... It made 

its own way into the World"

— John Oldmixon, writing about  
The Medley, launched in 1710.

3016-HofI-3.9.17-Ads-PD

[it survived for 45 issues]
"All the public papers now on foot depend on

advertisements." -- Defoe, Review, 1705

*

*

* *

news & advertising
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news & advertising

A key feature of most ASM is … 
the lack of advertisements on 

sites such as GNU social, 
Galaxy2, Diaspora, and Lorea.
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the presses  
(and the dependency) roll on

1731:        Daily Advertiser 

1744:  General Advertiser 

1751:  London Advertiser 

1752:  Publick Advertiser (Junius) 

1772:  Morning Post & Daily Advertiser 

3116-HofI-3.9.17-Ads-PD

"1754, the [Daily 
Advertiser] 
appeared in the 
format which was 
to be the 
standard for the 
English newspaper 
until The Times 
added a fifth 
column in 1808.  
Hence the Daily 
Advertiser may 
fairly be 
regarded as the 
first modern 
newspaper." 

--Stanley Morison 

*

*

* *

news & advertising



who’s selling what to whom?
"We lose money on our circulation by itself 

considered, but with 20,000 subscribers we can 

command such Advertising and such prices for 

it as will render our enterprise a 

remunerating one."

—Horace Greeley, New York Tribune, 1841

"We come here simply as news merchants.  We 

are here to sell advertising and sell it at a 

rate profitable to those who buy it."                        

 —Scripps-Howard Press, 1921
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Horace Greeley  
1811-1872
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Horace Greeley  
1811-1872

*

*

* *

news & advertising



still suspect 
"It is inconceivable that we should allow so 

great a possibility for service to be drowned 

in advertising chatter."

  —Herbert Hoover, 1922

3316-HofI-3.9.17-Ads-PD

new technologies,  
old questions

*

*

* *

news & advertising



"Somebody introduced Christianity into England 

and somebody introduced smallpox, bubonic 

plague and the Black Death. Somebody is minded 

now to introduce sponsored broadcasting ... 

Need we be ashamed of moral values, or of 

intellectual and ethical objectives? It is 

these that are here and now at stake."

--John Reith, director general of  
the BBC (1923-1939), 1954

3416-HofI-3.9.17-Ads-PD

John Reith  
1889-1971

*

*

* *

news & advertising

anti-ad inoculation
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suspect relations & black arts
"In 1993, 1.5% of web servers were on .com 

domains. This number grew to over 60% in 1997. 

At the same time, search engines have migrated 

from the academic domain to the commercial. Up 

until now most search engine development has 

gone on at companies with little publication of 

technical details. This causes search engine 

technology to remain largely a black art and to 

be advertising oriented. ...  we have a strong 

goal to push more development and understanding 

into the academic realm." 

3516-HofI-3.9.17-Ads-PD

*

*

* *

news & advertising

Coming Up:
Storage & Search

March 11
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… and “black arts”

Text
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*

*

* *

growth curves … 



more black arts?
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*

*

* *

news & advertising



transforming opinions
internet as public sphere
“‘Public Opinion’ takes on a different meaning 
depending on whether it is brought into play 
as a critical authority ...or as the object to 
be molded in connection with a staged display 
of ... publicity in the service of persons and 
institutions, consumer goods, and programs ... 
Both forms ... compete in the public sphere …”

—Jurgen Habermas,  
Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere,1989

Text
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"The basis of our governments being 
the opinion of the people …"

— Thomas Jefferson, 1787
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annihilation of face or time?
forever young, forever anxious
For eyes that are shining  
For cheeks like the dawn,

For beauty that lasts  
After girlhood has gone,

For prices in reason  
The woman who knows  
Will buy her cosmetics from Aesclyptöe

Roman face cream,  
c. 50AD  

New Scientist, 
July 2003

"The Vender of the Beautifying Fluid ... 
confesses that it will not restore the bloom 
of fifteen to a Lady of fifty.”   — Johnson

  

*

*
*

*

what’s new?



an old acquaintance
1475[?] print to England

1477: the pyes of salisbury
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William Caxton  
1417?-1492

If it plese any man spirituel or temporel to bye ony pyes of
two and thre comemoracions of Salisburi vse enpryntid after
the forme of this present lettre whiche ben wel and truly
correct, late hym come to wetmonester in to the almonesrye
at the reed pale and he shal have them good chepe.

*

*

*

*

what's new?
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300 years on and 
near perfection

*

*

*

*

what's new?

"The trade of advertising is now so near 

perfection that it is not easy to propose any 

improvement. But as every art ought to be 

exercised in due subordination to the public 

good, I cannot but propose it as a moral 

question ... Whether they do not sometimes 

play too wantonly with our passions."

--Samuel Johnson, 1759

"Having once achieved perfection in production, 

[Wedgwood] must achieve perfection in sales and 

distribution"                        — McKendrick 



wedgwood
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“It is difficult … to understand the excitement 
that was generated by pottery and porcelain in 
the eighteenth century”   —McKendrick

*

*

*

*
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marketing innovations?
product placement

wedgwood stores

courting royalty

going global  
self-service

free postage

puffing
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what's new?

“Warehouses,

showrooms,

exhibitions,

trademarks, new

standards of

display,

puffing

articles … free

carriage,

traveling

salesmen …”

—McKendrick
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the branded world
Text
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new technology 
an old route

47

May 1842

Illustrated London News (1842-1971)

Coming up:  
Technologies of the Image
March 16
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new opportunity
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*
* new media



continuity or change?
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*

*

*
* new media



magazine to catalogue … to web?
1862: Homestead Act

1887: Montgomery Ward, 540pp, 24,000 items

1888: Sears Watch Co. catalog

1896: Rural delivery

[USPO: catalog: "aids in the dissemination of knowledge"]

1893: Sears, Roebuck & Co, catalog [318,000 subscribers]

1897: first color catalog

1908: catalog homes:  Book of Modern Homes and Building 
Plans (25 tons, 30,000 parts) 

1908-1940: 100,000 homes sold

1968-1974: the whole earth catalog

Text
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1897, Sears, 318,000 subscribers
1904, I million
1905, 2 million
1907, 3 million
1927, 10 mill letter, 15 mill general catalogues, 23 mill sales cat; 75 mil in all



new media  
new opportunity

1903: telephone advertising

1909: telephone newspaper
"pretty soon we'll be able to flop over in bed 

mornings, turn on a telephone-like arrangement 

and listen to a summary of news from all over 

the world without getting up out of bed"
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"Rural telephones are now playing an important part in the 
campaign of all parties in this state. The latest idea is to 
put a huge phonograph into the operating room of a rural 
telephone exchange and have records of campaign speeches 
turned on. Then the wires leading to the different grangers' 
houses are opened and the farmer can hear all, while shelling 
corn in the kitchen."                             -- Telephony, 1908

"My telephone is far more of a nuisance to me than it is a 
convenience," said a housekeeper yesterday, "and I think I 
will have it removed, if I am called up as much in the future 
as I have been during the past week by theater agents, and 
business firms, who abuse the telephone privilege, using it as 
a means of advertising."             -- Union & Advertiser (Rochester),1909

52

predictable uses?
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new media 
-old anxieties

Woodbury
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forever young
For eyes that are shining  
For cheeks like the dawn,

For beauty that lasts  
After girlhood has gone,

For prices in reason  
The woman who knows  
Will buy her cosmetics from  
Aesclyptöe

*

*

*
* new media



new media

Ivory  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new media (again)
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revolution?
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unstoppable?
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unstoppable?
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one  
world?Text
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in sum
where do advertising and informing differ? 

can we imagine a world without advertising? 

what are the costs/benefits of that world? 

are we prepared to bear them? 

once more, whom to trust in a world of ads?

sum
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coming up
Communications “Revolution”
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assignment, due 3/12
How do the views of Hubbard, Green, and George 

towards the management of the telegraph differ?  Who do 

you think has the best argument? Do any of these 

arguments throw light on the management of the Internet? 
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Communications “Revolution”


